1. Student Opinion Questionnaire

1.1 CLARITY/ORGANIZATION. Your instructor presented class material clearly and in a well organized fashion.

1.2 STUDENT PARTICIPATION. Your instructor promoted active student participation.

1.3 FEEDBACK. Your instructor gave regular, helpful feedback on your class performance (for example, oral comments about class participation, written assignments and tests returned properly, corrections/comments on returned work).

1.4 LEARNING ENVIRONMENT. Your instructor created a supportive and constructive learning environment.

1.5 TESTS/ASSIGNMENTS. The tests and/or assignments clearly related to overall course objectives and were evaluated consistently with these objectives.

1.6 OVERALL EVALUATION. This class was well taught.

Please continue on Page 2
2. Written Comments

2.1 Explain whether you learned as much as you expected in this class given the amount of effort put into it.


2.2 Elaborate on any point evaluated above or anything else relevant to the quality of the course or instructor.